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Logitech BRIO 4K UHD Webcam (960-001106)

Product Name: Logitech BRIO 4K UHD Webcam (960-001106)

Manufacturer: Logitech

Model Number: 960-001106

Logitech BRIO 4K UHD Webcam (960-001106)
Logitech Brio is Logitech's best and most advanced business webcam. Packed with innovative
technologies, Brio raises the bar for ultra 4K HD video collaboration excellence.
RightLight 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) technology automatically adjust to help you look
professional in any lighting environment, including low light, direct sunlight or high contrast lighting
conditions.
Logitech BRIO Key Features

ï¿½ 4K Ultra HD camera: Logitech Business BRIO delivers optimal 4K Ultra HD quality at 30fps or
1080p at 30/60fps
ï¿½ RightLight 3 with HDR: Organize a phone call and stream or record video regardless of
lighting conditions
ï¿½ Ultra-Secure Connection via Infrared Sensor: Just look into the BRIO webcam lens to connect
instantly
ï¿½ Background Replacement Technology: Control the visual environment by blurring the
background or uploading your own images
ï¿½ 5x Digital Zoom: The Webcam Logitech Business BRIO allows you to take a closer look with
5x zoom and scan the area precisely

Brio is a remarkable piece of technology that streams crystal-clear video with superb resolution,
frame rate, color and detail, including autofocus and 5x HD zoom. Brio delivers 4K Ultra HD video
at 30 fps, HD 1080p at either 30 or 60 fps, and HD 720p at 30, 60 or an ultra-smooth 90 fps for
outstanding clarity, smoothness, and detail.
Adjustable Field of View
Choose from three field of view (FOV) presets to perfectly frame your video. To frame an ideal
head and shoulders view, select 65&deg; diagonal. To capture more of the room, choose 78&deg;
or 90&deg; degrees diagonal. Whichever dFOV setting you select, get a closer look with 5x HD
zoom in spectacular 4K resolution.
Focus On You
The 65&deg; diagonal preset is ideal for optimal eye contact and face-to-face conversations
where you want the focus on you, not so much the workspace around you.
Balanced Frame
The 78&deg; diagonal preset reveals more of your setting, providing a fuller glimpse into your
physical environment while also maintaining good eye contact.
Full Context
The 90&deg; wide-angle preset displays even more of your environment and is ideal for showing
physical objects and whiteboard content on camera.
Looks Great in any Light
Meet, stream, and record with Brio in any light and always look your best. From low light to bright
backlit sunshine, RightLight&trade; 3 and high dynamic range (HDR) technology automatically
adjusts to always highlight the most important subject: you.
Sound Great in any Environment
Brio features dual integrated omnidirectional mics with noise-canceling technology. The mics
capture audio clearly from up to one meter away without amplifying background noise so
conversations always sound natural and clear.
Security Meets Confidence
Powered by both optical and infrared sensors, Brio delivers fast and secure facial recognition for
Windows Hello. And no need to type a password for Windows 10: simply look into the Brio lens to
login.
Logitech BRIO Technical Specifications 
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Logitech BRIO 4K UHD Webcam (960-001106)

General

ï¿½ Device Type: Webcam
ï¿½ Audio Support: Yes: built-in dual stereo microphones
ï¿½ Camera Mount Type: Tripod mount
ï¿½ Connectivity Technology: Wired
ï¿½ Width: 10.2 cm
ï¿½ Depth: 2.7 cm
ï¿½ Height: 2.7 cm
ï¿½ Weight: 63 g

Camera

ï¿½ Type: Colour
ï¿½ Max Digital Video Resolution: 4096 x 2160
ï¿½ Video Modes: 720p, 1080p, 4K
ï¿½ Digital Zoom: 5
ï¿½ Video Capture: 4096 x 2160 @ 30 fps ?? 1920 x 1080 @ 60 fps ?? 1280 x 720 @ 90 fps
ï¿½ Features: Passive infrared sensor, High Dynamic Range (HDR), 4K ULTRA HD engine,
RightLight 3 technology, Infrared Facial Recognition
ï¿½ Focus Adjustment: Automatic

Miscellaneous

ï¿½ Included Accessories: Removable clip, privacy shutter, carrying pouch
ï¿½ Cables Included: 1 x USB cable - 1.5 m
ï¿½ Works With Chromebook: Yes
ï¿½ Compliant Standards: Plug and Play

Software / System Requirements

ï¿½ OS Required: Apple MacOS X 10.10, Microsoft Windows 7 / 8.1 / 10, Google Chrome OS 29
ï¿½ Manufacturer Warranty
ï¿½ Service &amp; Support: Limited warranty - 3 years

Price: £187.00
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